
INTRODUCTION
Your space ship is locked in battle with a dangerous enemy! Take 
charge of your ship and launch your attack. But most importantly 
keep the shields up or face certain destruction!

OVERVIEW
In Shields Up players race to destroy the opponents shields and 
ship. Captains take 2 actions each turn, choosing to either draw 
or play cards. Collect sets of cards in order to activate weapons 
and other equipment. 

As captain of your ship you can place any card face down as 
a shield. A ship can have up to 3 shield cards. Destroy your 
opponent’s shields and do at least 1 additional damage to 
destroy their ship and win the battle!

COMPONENTS
Shields up contains 18 cards. This includes: equipment that you 
assemble into sets and cards which take immediate effect.

SETUP
• Shuffle the deck.
• Deal each player two face down cards; these are            

each players starting shield cards.
• Deal each player two cards for their starting hand.
• Deal two cards face up as the starting market.
• Place the draw pile face down next to the market
GAMEPLAY
Players take turns using 2 actions. Players can use any 
combinations of these actions in any order. Actions include:

• Draw 1 card from draw pile
• Play any 1 card face down as a shield (limit 3 shields total)
• Play 1 card face up as an equipment to build
• Play 1 card face up and immediately resolve it
• Use 1 action to acquire the oldest card in the market 
• Use 2 actions to acquire the newest card in the market 

CONSTRUCTING EQUIPMENT
When playing cards for a set (note the colored set indicator), 
you keep played cards in front of you until you have the full set. 
You can play 1 or 2 cards of the set each turn until you build the 
equipment and activate its power. 

Resolve a set
Once the required cards are in play to complete a set their effect 
is immediately resolved (one time for the set) and the cards are 
immediately discarded. 

For weapons (any card that does damange), the attacking 
player selects and destroys a number of shield cards equal to 
the amount of damage. If a player destroys all of the opponents 
shields and does at least one additional damage the opponent  
is destroyed. 

Reveal each destroyed shield card, for each Space Mine 
revealed the defending player selects and destroys one of the 

attacking players shields. This continues if any Space Mine cards 
are revealed by the resulting counter attack. In this way, an 
attacking player might actually be destroyed. 

THE MARKET
The market consists of two cards. The oldest cad in the market 
costs 1 action to purchase. The newest costs 2 actions. When a 
player purchases the oldest card for 1 action the other card still 
costs 2 actions to buy. The market doesn’t refill until the end of the 
players turn. 

CLEAN UP
After a player has completed their turn,t refill the cards available 
in the market. Move the oldest card forward and reveal a new 
card from the draw pile to place in the market as the newest card 
costing 2 actions to acquire. 

SHUFFLING THE DISCARD PILE
When it is necessary to draw a card from the draw pile and there 
are no cards remaining, shuffle the discard pile and replace the 
draw pile. Draw the needed 
card(s) as normal.

Note, all cards are 
immediately placed in the 
discard pile upon resolving 
their effect. 

CARD ELEMENTS
Set Indicator
The number of circles  indicates 
how many of  this card you 
need to  complete the set. Ex: 3 
 red circles means you  need 3 
matching cards.

Damage
This indicates the  amount of 
damage the  weapon does when  activated. In this case, when 
built the Death Ray does 4 total damage (not 4 damage per 
card). 

Effect
This describes the results of using the card. 

END GAME
The game ends when one or more players are destroyed in 
battle. This happens by destroying the opponents shield and 
delivering at least one more damage. If both players are 
destroyed the game is a tie, after all if everyone is blown up there 
really are no winners.

CREDITS
Game by: Patrick McNeil aka McMeeple

Many thanks to the awesome people at Protospiel Madison and 
my testers Jack McNeil, Jeremy Patterson, Stephen Haynes, Brian 
Clark and Kevin Marema.
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CARD APPENDIX
Battery
A player uses 1 action to play 
the Battery equipment card. 
Doing so stores a two actions 
in the battery. The player 
may at any time during their 
turn (this turn or a future turn) 
discard the battery to use 
the number of actions stored 
there. These actions are in 
addition to the normal actions 
a player gets. Discarding and 
using the battery does not use 
any actions.  

Smuggle
The stolen card can come 
from their opponents hand, 
face up equipment or face 
down shields. The player may 
not look at the shield cards or 
the player’s hand. The stolen 
card is then placed in the 
same location for the player 
that played the Smuggle card. 
Ex: if you steal a shield, its 
placed in your shields. 

Transporter Hijinks
Players may swap hands even 
if one player has no cards. 
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